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John Roberts' rule:
Reach for the top
Intellect, discipline, savvy have served
nominee since youth

By Tim Jones, Andrew Zajac and Andrew Martin,
Tribune national correspondents
Published July 24, 2005

LONG BEACH, Ind. -- Speed bumps have been
few in the rich and superlative half-century of
John Glover Roberts Jr., the smartest guy in
class, the top-tier lawyer with political skills to
match, a man ambidextrous both literally and in
the insular circle of Washington's power elite.

From grade school near his boyhood home on the shores of Lake Michigan to the federal appellate
bench, the disciplined, self-assured and performance-driven Roberts has defined his life by meeting
and exceeding expectations.

Now comes the hard part--fashioning the life story of President Bush's first Supreme Court nominee
in a way that attracts nearly all Republicans and perhaps just enough Democrats to win Senate
confirmation.

So who is Roberts, what does he believe and what kind of justice would he be?

Many on the right see a soul-mate in Roberts. The left is making its judgment that Roberts is indeed
everything the right thinks he is and, as such, opposes him. So Roberts needs to throw off enough
heat and light about his views to win over the cautious middle. For a man whose life seems an
unbroken string of accomplishments, the one thing he has not left are clear ideological footprints on
many of the most pressing issues of the day.

This much is known. Roberts is reserved, but not aloof; quiet, but not shy. He rarely volunteers
information, and he keeps his personal views so close that his friends laugh that they don't know his
opinions. He even plays squash with both hands, so his opponent never knows where the next shot
might come from.

From an early age he has shown an unusual seriousness. His letter seeking admission to a boarding
school was solicitous while also outlining ambitious goals. His senior thesis at Harvard, where he
completed undergraduate studies in just three years, carried the weighty title: "The Old and New
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Liberalism: The British Liberal Party's Approach to the Social Problem, 1906-1914."

His coming of age professionally was astride the Reagan Revolution, and he served as a wickedly
smart but low-key lawyer who made profoundly positive impressions on those who would lead the rise
of conservatism.

He dipped into a lucrative private practice at the blue-chip Washington law firm Hogan & Hartson,
with Establishment trappings like a membership at the prestigious Robert Trent Jones golf course--
cost: about $120,000--and membership at The Metropolitan Club, along with a home in Chevy Chase,
Md., during the Clinton years. And now, with the return of Republicans to power, he finds himself in a
place for which many long thought he was destined.

Long is the list of presidents who have come to be disappointed by their choices for the high court.
There is a leap of faith in any selection, and Roberts' youth--he is 50--and brief two-year judicial
record on the federal bench have injected some uncertainty and unpredictability about his nomination.

Those now seeking to define Roberts find his caution bewildering. Others say it's a clear reflection of
his careful temperament, molded during years of devoted study, starting in his hometown of Long
Beach and carrying through to Harvard and ultimately to Washington.

His story begins in Buffalo, where he was born to John Roberts, an executive for Bethlehem Steel,
and his wife, Rosemary. His parents now live in Ellicott City, Md., and his mother has told reporters
that Roberts' Catholic faith has played a substantial role in shaping him.

When his father was transferred to the company's plant in northwest Indiana, they took root in Long
Beach, a spit of land that for decades has been a retreat for Chicago's well-to-do but also had its own
establishment. He attended private parochial schools and served as an altar boy.

While Long Beach had its obvious recreational advantages, the Robertses decided that its schools
were not what their only son (he has three sisters) needed.

He wanted `the best job'

Instead, he applied to La Lumiere, a private Catholic academy in nearby LaPorte. "I won't be content
to get a good job by getting a good education, I want to get the best job by getting the best
education," Roberts, then 13, wrote in his 1968 application letter.

It proved to not be the puffery of a teen trying hard to impress but rather a predictor of the path he
would follow throughout his life.

"It was clear that he was going somewhere," said Andrew McKenna, one of the school's founders and
chairman of McDonald's Corp. and Schwarz Paper Co., who said Roberts stood out because of his
book smarts and leadership abilities.

His roommate, Brad Johnston, said that Roberts in "almost every way you could imagine in terms of
the classroom ... set a wonderful example in terms of his diligence. ... He was always the benchmark
in terms of what other students and teachers had to rise to."

In Latin class, Roberts translated the poet Virgil for extra credit and did it so well that he kept his
teacher up late trying to read it. "He was a challenge to all of the faculty at La Lumiere at that time
because he ate up all the material so quickly, so we kept looking for new material to challenge him,"
said Jim Coppens, a former Latin teacher at the school. "Every test he took was usually a perfect
score. If he got a 99 or 98, that was big news."
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